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Entanglement gauge and the non-Abelian geometric phase with two photonic qubits
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We introduce theentanglement gaugedescribing the combined effects of local operations and nonlocal
unitary transformations on bipartite quantum systems. The entanglement gauge exploits the invariance of
nonlocal properties for bipartite systems under local~gauge! transformations. This new formalism yields
observable effects arising from the gauge geometry of the bipartite system. In particular, we propose a non-
Abelian gauge theory realized via two separated spatial modes of the quantized electromagnetic field manipu-
lated by linear optics. In this linear optical realization, a bipartite state of two separated spatial modes can
acquire a non-Abelian geometric phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the heart of quantum information theory is the ph
nomenon of entanglement between spatially separated
tems. Nonlocal correlations due to entanglement allow po
erful information processes that cannot be perform
classically: entanglement is central to tests of local real
@1#, and is a fundamental resource of quantum teleporta
@2#, quantum cryptography@3–5#, and possibly quantum
computing @6,7#. Moreover, nonlocal entanglemen
generating transformations of multipartite states can al
for communication@8,9# and distributed quantum computin
@9,10#. The possibilities of manipulating nonlocal properti
using only local operations~e.g., entanglement distillation
@11#! are therefore an important resource issue for quan
information.

Here we show that nonlocal properties of quantum sta
are simplified and isolated through the use of gauge theo
ical concepts@12#. A powerful tool of modern mathematica
physics, gauge theory is used to describe the geometric s
ture of systems possessing symmetry under specific~gauge!
transformations. In quantum mechanics, it is known that
cal transformations on components of a multipartite sys
do not change the entanglement. We show that local op
tions can be expressed as a form of gauge transforma
which we define as theentanglement gauge. Nonlocal prop-
erties such as entanglement, then, are naturally express
entanglement gauge invariant quantities. With this entan
ment gauge formalism, general transformations on a bipa
system can be decomposed into nonlocal and local~gauge!
transformations. Nonlocal properties can be defined o
generally curved space that is given by an equivalence c
of states under local operations.

One manifestation of employing entanglement gau
theory is that, for a given nonlocal transformation on th
generally curved space, effects due to geometric pha
@13,14# can arise in nontrivial ways. These phases can a
in many different physical situations@15# and may even be
utilized as a resource for quantum information processes
particular interest, it has recently been proposed@16# that
geometric phases in two-qubit systems can allow for a fa
tolerant conditional phase-shift gate in quantum compu
1050-2947/2003/67~2!/022316~9!/$20.00 67 0223
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tion. For general systems with more than two qubits, ho
nomic quantum computation has also been investigated@17#.

Current experiments are now at the point where contro
local and nonlocal transformations in a wide variety
physical systems are accessible, and one can observe
manifestations of these geometric phases. Optical rea
tions offer the advantage of negligible decoherence as w
as the advanced ability to implement unitary operations
ing linear optics. These realizations also provide a natu
source of entanglement in parametric down convers
~PDC!, with which photon pairs can be created in
polarization-entangled state@18#. Recent experiments@19#
have produced a wide selection of two-photon states, w
varying degrees of entanglement and disorder~entropy!, and
have characterized the resulting state using quantum tom
raphy.

Many optical experiments can be described as first p
ducing the photon pairs via PDC~with controllable degrees
of entanglement and entropy!, and then directing the photon
through passive linear optical elements~beam splitters, phase
shifters, polarization rotators!. Using a setup of this form
Kwiat and Chiao@20# have demonstrated an Abelian geom
ric phase shift in an~unentangled! two-photon system. The
Abelian geometric phase for an entangled or partially
tangled system has been investigated theoretically@21#, and
an Abelian geometric phase for mixed states in interfero
etry has been proposed@22#.

We show in this paper that optical states of a bipar
system are naturally described in an entanglement gauge
malism. Also, by manipulating such states with linear opti
elements, they can acquire a non-Abelian geometric ph
~NAGP! @29,30#. An NAGP arises if instead of a single-sta
vector, which spans a one-dimensional subspace of Hil
space, the cyclic evolution of ann-dimensional subspace i
studied. In this case, the usual U~1! geometric phase factor i
generalized to geometric U(n) unitary transformations. The
notion of a non-Abelian ‘‘phase’’ is justified, because all e
genvalues of unitary operators are phase factors, despite
fact that the resulting transformation on a general state is
simply an additional phase in the traditional sense. We ill
trate the concept of an NAGP using quantum interferome
to evolve bipartite states about a closed loop; the NA
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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acquired can be measured using quantum tomograph
technique that can completely characterize our proposed
partite states@19#. We discuss its relevance in the context
entanglement and quantum information theory.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
the relevant Hilbert spaces and transformations in quan
interferometry, along with a description of the entanglem
gauge structure. We define the NAGP for cyclic evolution
Sec. III, and give a parametrization and explicit express
for the NAGP for the relevant coset space. In Sec. IV,
calculate the NAGP acquired in a quantum interferome
setup for various types of cyclic evolution, giving speci
examples. We conclude with Sec. V.

II. PHOTON INTERFEROMETRY

In this section, we review the mathematical structure
two-photon quantum interferometry. This structure allows
to construct the geometrical space describing the entan
ment gauge for bipartite optical states of two photons.~We
note that the general formalism developed here can be
plied to other physical systems, e.g., trapped ions@23# with
two phonons. However, working explicitly with an optic
realization gives a valuable physical context.!

Consider a two-channel~four-port! optical interferometer
with polarization-dependent elements. There are four bo
field modes to consider, each with a corresponding annih
tion operator:aH corresponding to the horizontal polariz
tion for thea spatial mode,aV corresponding to the vertica
polarization for thea spatial mode, and annihilation oper
tors bH ,bV for the horizontal and vertical polarizations fo
the b spatial modes. A passive linear optical experiment c
employ polarization rotation, beam splitters, phase shift
and mirrors as stages of the processing of the quantum
@24#. Each of these stages can be represented mathemat
as a unitary transformation provided that losses are
glected. Together, these transformations close to the g
U(4); thus, we say that a passive polarization-depend
two-channel interferometer invokes a transformationg
PU(4).

For a quantum interferometer, transformations on qu
tum optical states are given by a representation of U(4).
Because passive optical transformations are photon-num
preserving, each irreducible representation~irrep! is labeled
by N, which is the total number of photons. That is, t
Hilbert spaceHN for each irrepN contains the U(4) highes
weight stateufN&5(1/An!)(aH

† )Nu0&, whereu0& is the Fock
state vacuum. This highest weight state is constructed s
that all the photons are in channela with horizontal polar-
ization.

In the following, we define local operations to be tho
operations that act on the spatial modesa ~or b) alone,
whereas nonlocal operations mix the spatial modesa and b
together. Of course, nonlocal operations in U(4) are p
formed using only spatially local interactions by bringin
modesa and b together, such as at a beam splitter. For o
development, however, we define these transformations t
nonlocal.@One can consider the U(4) interferometer to be
‘‘black box’’; the internal workings may bring together th
02231
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spatially distinct modesa and b, but we consider only the
resultant effect on the joint state of these modes.# Polariza-
tion rotations and polarization-dependent phase shifts
channelsa andb describe local operations on modea andb
and form the subgroups U(2)a and U(2)b, respectively. We
define LO5U(2)a3U(2)b,U(4) as the subgroup of loca
operations. In contrast to these local operations, the gr
U(4) also contains transformations such as those descri
a beam splitter, which interact the two spatial modesa andb
and are nonlocal by our definition.

Define H2 to be the Hilbert space of all two-chann
polarization-dependent states with exactly two photons. T
Hilbert space is ten dimensional, and is the carrier space
the two-photon (N52) irrep of U(4). ThespaceH2 is rel-
evant to quantum optics and quantum information, becau
includes the space of possible output states from PDC an
particular the maximally entangled Bell states. It should
noted that the action of U(4) isnot transitive on the Hilbert
spaceH2: it is not possible to perform arbitrary unitary tran
formations on two photons using only linear optics@25#.

Nondegenerate PDC produces two distinguishable p
tons, one in each spatial channel. The output states of P
lie in the subspace ofH2 spanned by the four states

uHH&5aH
† bH

† u0&, uHV&5aH
† bV

† u0&,

uVH&5aV
†bH

† u0&, uVV&5aV
†bV

† u0&. ~1!

This subspace, denotedH(1,1) , is the carrier space for (1,0
3(1,0) irrep of the group of local transformation LO
5U(2)a3U(2)b; thus, local transformations leave this su
space invariant. An alternative basis is given by the B
states

uC6&5
1

A2
~ uHV&6uVH&),

uF6&5
1

A2
~ uHH&6uVV&). ~2!

The subspaceH(1,1) consists of ‘‘qubit states’’; each mod
can be considered as a two-level system described by
polarization state of the photon. This method for represen
qubits in the polarization state of a photon is known as
dual rail representation@26#. The larger Hilbert spaceH2
contains other states~not in H(1,1)) such as the two-photon
state (1/A2)(aH

† )2u0&, which do not describe ‘‘valid’’ qubit
states in the dual rail representation.

We now consider transforming a pure stater with support
in H(1,1) using a linear interferometer; i.e., a U(4) transfo
mation. Rather than considering the~complex! evolution as
the optical state traverses in time through the elements of
interferometer, we instead consider transformations in
space of output states given by adjusting the parameter
the interferometer. The space of output states of the inter
ometer, then, is a U(4) orbit of the stater, given by all the
different output states related tor by adjusting the interfer-
6-2
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ENTANGLEMENT GAUGE AND THE NON-ABELIAN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 022316 ~2003!
ometer parameters; see Fig. 1. As discussed in the intro
tion, we can view local transformations as gauge transfor
tions that do not alter the entanglement or other nonlo
properties. With local transformations described in terms
this entanglement gauge, we consider two states as eq
lent,r8.r, if r8 can be obtained fromr by local operations
only. With this equivalence, the output of the interferome
can be identified with the coset space U(4)/LO describing
inequivalent states obtained fromr by nonlocal operations
we refer to U(4)/LO as thegeometric space. A general pa-
rametrized nonlocal U(4) transformation, then, describe
pathC in this space U(4)/LO. If this path is closed, the stat
will return to the same pointr8.r in U(4)/LO, equivalent
to the initial state to within a local operation. Note that, w
this viewpoint, parametrized U(4) transformations in t
output space can be implemented without using timet, but
instead apseudotimeparameters: this parameter, which is a
function of the adjustable parameters of the interferome
can be used forcontrolled evolution about various paths i
the output space@27,28#.

III. ENTANGLEMENT GAUGE STRUCTURE AND THE
NON-ABELIAN GEOMETRIC PHASE

In this section, we show how the gauge structure of t
space can lead to a non-Abelian geometric phase~NAGP!
@29,30# upon cyclic evolution about a closed pathC in the
geometric space U(4)/LO. A nonlocal transformation is
implemented by adjusting the parameters of the interfero
eter and is described by the parametrized transforma
G(s)PU(4), 0<s<s0. Let the U(4) interferometer initially
be set to induce the identity transformation on the input st
so that G(0) is the identity in U(4). Theendpoint is chosen
such that G(s0) closes the path in the geometric space, i
G(s0)PLO and thus for any initial stater with support in
H(1,1) the final state is

r85G~s0!rG~s0!†.r. ~3!

That is, after cyclic evolution, the transformed stater8 again
has support inH(1,1) , and is related to the initial stater by a
local transformation. The output state of the interferome
will follow a closed pathC in the coset space U(4)/LO pa-
rametrized bys. Equivalently, we can think of the param
etrized U(4) transformation G(s) propagating the subspac
H(1,1) about a closed loop in the Hilbert spaceH2.

FIG. 1. The transformation of the state in the geometric spac
depicted diagrammatically. The input state of the interferometer,r i ,
is transformed via a parametrized U(4) transformationG(s) to an
output statero(s). By adjusting the parameters of the interferom
eter appropriately, the output state can be made to evolve arou
closed path in the geometric space.
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Let uca(0)&, a51, . . . ,4 be abasis forH(1,1) @e.g., the
basis of Eq.~1!#. We can define a transformed set at ea
point s along the path as

uca~s!&5G~s!uca~0!&. ~4!

For a closed pathC in the geometric space U(4)/LO, the
NAGP is given@29,30# by the Wilson loop

KNAGP5PexpH i R
C
AJ , ~5!

where the gauge potentialA is given in this basis as a func
tion of the parameters by

Aab~s!5 iK ca~s!U d

dsUcb~s!L ds

5 iK ca~0!UG†~s!
dG

ds Ucb~0!L ds. ~6!

This gauge potential can be expressed in a parame
independent way as

Aab5^ca~0!uQGucb~0!&, ~7!

where the Lie algebra-valued one-formQG5 iG†dG is
known as theMaurer-Cartan form. In the following, we will
use this Maurer-Cartan form, along with a suitable para
etrization ofG, to derive an explicit expression for the gaug
potentialA.

A. Entanglement gauge transformations

In this formulation, a local unitary transformationK(s)
PLO corresponds to a gauge transformation. Restricted
H(1,1) , it can be viewed as a basis transformationuca8(s)&
5K(s)uca(s)& with uca8(s)&PH(1,1) . One example of a
gauge transformation is a polarization rotation~about any
angle! in one spatial mode. Under a gauge transformati
the gauge potential transforms as

A 85K†AK1 iK †dK, ~8!

and the Wilson loop~5! transforms covariantly@29#.
For the special case when G(s)5K(s)PLO, the gauge

potential corresponds to a pure gauge. In this situationK
restricted toH(1,1) satisfies

d~K†dK!5dK†`dK5dK†`KK†dK5dK†K`K†dK

52~K†dK!`K†dK50, ~9!

where the penultimate line follows fromd(KK†)50 and the
last line is a consequence of the antisymmetry of the we
product. Hence,K†dK is a closed one form, and therefore o
a topologically contractible path is exact. A pure gauge th
does not contribute to the NAGP. As explained in Ref.@29#,
for a general U(4) transformation G(s), it is precisely the
~nontrivial! projection ofG†dG in Eq. ~7! onto the subspace
H(1,1) that can induce a nontrivial gauge fieldAab . This situ-
ation occurs only if nonlocal operations are used.

is

d a
6-3
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B. Decomposition of group elements

In order to calculate the NAGP acquired by a stater
undergoing cyclic evolution in U(4)/LO, wefirst construct a
decomposition of U(4) into gauge transformations a
complementary nonlocal transformations on the coset sp
U(4)/LO. Then, with a suitable parametrization, we deri
an expression for the gauge potentialA. We begin by de-
composing the group U(4) in such a way as to define
simple parametrization for the coset space U(4)/LO.

Let k5u(2)a3u(2)b be the set of operators~Hamilto-
nians! that generate local operations, i.e., the Lie algebra
LO. A basis fork is given by

Jax5
1

2
~aH

† aV1aV
†aH!, Jbx5

1

2
~bH

† bV1bV
†bH!,

Jay5
1

2i
~aH

† aV2aV
†aH!, Jby5

1

2i
~bH

† bV2bV
†bH!,

Jaz5
1

2
~aH

† aH2aV
†aV!, Jbz5

1

2
~bH

† bH2bV
†bV!,

Ja05
1

2
~aH

† aH1aV
†aV!, Jb05

1

2
~bH

† bH1bV
†bV!. ~10!

A complementary setp for the Lie algebrau(4) of U(4) is
spanned by the eight elements

JHHx5
1

2
~aH

† bH1bH
† aH!, JHHy5

1

2i
~aH

† bH2bH
† aH!,

JHVx5
1

2
~aH

† bV1bV
†aH!, JHVy5

1

2i
~aH

† bV2bV
†aH!,

JVHx5
1

2
~aV

†bH1bH
† aV!, JVHy5

1

2i
~aV

†bH2bH
† aV!,

JVVx5
1

2
~aV

†bV1bV
†aV!, JVVy5

1

2i
~aV

†bV2bV
†aV!.

~11!

Together,k% p form a basis for the Lie algebra of U(4); thus
any group element of U(4) can be expressed asG
5exp(i( ixiJi) wherexi are real parameters and the sum
running over all 16 generatorsJi of k% p.

The setk is a subalgebra, satisfying@k,k#,k, and the setp
satisfies@k,p#,p and @p,p#,k. These properties enable
Cartan decomposition@31# of the group U(4), i.e., any ele-
ment GPU(4) can be written in the formG5PK with
KPLO andP of the form exp(i(mxmJm) where the sum now
runs over the setp only.

The group elementP can be further simplified via the
decomposition

P5K̄P0K̄†, ~12!

whereK̄PLO and
02231
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P05exp~ ixHJHHx!exp~ ixVJVVx!. ~13!

A general proof of this decomposition is given in Append
A.

Any K̄ can be written by using eight real parameters a
P0 contains two parameters. Thus, becausep is only eight
dimensional, we can further reduce Eq.~12!. Using the Euler
parametrization of SU(2), weexpressK̄ as

K̄5eiaaJazeibaJayeigaJazeidaJa0eiabJbzeibbJbyeigbJbzeidbJb0.
~14!

The isotropy group ofxHJHHx1xVJVVx is parametrized by
aa2ab andda1db . Thus, we can defineab5db50 in Eq.
~12!.

Thus, we can now express anyGPU(4) in the form

G5K̄P0K8 ~15!

with P0 being a two-parameter transformation of the for
~13!, K̄ being a six-parameter transformation of the for
~14! with ab5db50, and K85K̄†KPLO. Thus, K is an
eight-parameter subgroup describing the local~gauge! trans-
formations, and K̄P0K̄21 is a complementary eight
parameter set that generates nonlocal transformations.
decomposition of group elements is a generalization o
method applied by Byrd@32# on SU(3).

C. Gauge potential and the Maurer-Cartan form

Using Eq.~6! we are now able to express the gauge p
tential in terms of the Maurer-Cartan forms of the gro
elementsK̄,P0 ,K8. With the decompositionG5K̄P0K8 of
Eq. ~15!, we find

Aab5 i^ca~0!uG†dGucb~0!&

5 i^ca~0!uK8†P0
†K̄†d~K̄P0K8!ucb~0!&

5 i^ca~0!u~K8†P0
†!~K̄†dK̄!~P0K8!1K8†~P0

†dP0!K8

1K8†dK8ucb~0!&

5^ca~0!uK8†P0
†Q K̄P0K81K8†QP0

K81QK8ucb~0!&.

~16!

This expression can be greatly simplified as follows. T
term containingQK8 describes a pure gauge; it therefo
does not contribute to the NAGP as shown by Eq.~9!. The
Maurer-Cartan form ofP0 can easily be calculated from Eq
~13! and is given by

QP0
52~dxH!JHHx2~dxV!JVVx . ~17!

This operator, which mixes the components of the two s
tial modesa andb, maps the subspaceH(1,1) into its comple-
ment. Therefore, becauseK8ucb(0)& is an element ofH(1,1) ,
we find that
6-4
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^ca~0!uK8†QP0
K8ucb~0!&50, ;K8PLO, ~18!

and thus the contribution ofQP0
to the gauge potential is

zero. As a result, the anglesxH and xV characterizing the
nonlocal operationP0 only enter the gauge potential as p
rameters, and there is no need to integrate over them (A does
not containdxH or dxV).

The only nontrivial contribution toA is given by the term
containingQ K̄ . In this expression,K8 only enters as a gaug
transformation, and we can fix the gauge by settingK8 equal
to the identity. We call this choice of gauge theentanglement

gauge. Thus,G5K̄P0 and the final form of the gauge po
tential is

Aab5^ca~0!uP0
†Q K̄P0ucb~0!&. ~19!

Using the Euler decomposition~14! and withab5db50, we
explicitly find

Q K̄52@cos~ba!daa1dga#Jaz2~dgb!Jbz

2@cos~ga!sin~ba!daa2sin~ga!dba#Jax

2@cos~gb!sin~bb!dab2sin~gb!dbb#Jbx

2@sin~ga!sin~ba!daa1cos~ga!dba#Jay

2@sin~gb!sin~bb!dab1cos~gb!dbb#Jby2~dda!Ja0 .

~20!

This explicit expression allows us to calculate the gauge
tential Aab for any path in U(4)/LO.

IV. REALIZING A NON-ABELIAN GEOMETRIC PHASE
IN QUANTUM INTERFEROMETRY

With a parametrization of the coset space U(4)/LO and
an explicit expression for the gauge potential in terms of t
parametrization, we can now calculate the NAGP acqui
by evolution of a stater with support inH(1,1) about a closed
path C in the geometric space U(4)/LO by a parametrized
transformation G(s)PU(4).

A. Parametrized transformations

In order to realize the evolution of a stater along a path
in U(4)/LO, we must construct an interferometer th
evolvesr as G(s)rG(s)† for some G(s)PU(4). Here,s is a
pseudotimedescribing the evolution, and is an adjustable p
rameter of the interferometer.

We will realize a closed pathC in the geometric space a
a sequence of transformations in one-parameter subgrou
U(4). Weshow in Appendix B that any one-parameter su
group U(s) of U(4) can be realized in an optical interferom
eter using variable phase shifts and other fixed linear opt
elements. We give examples below where the number of
tical elements is kept very small.

Let $Gk(sk);k51,2,3% be three one-parameter U(4
transformations that perform evolution about a closed patC,
with skPR being the parameter for each path. The interf
02231
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ometer is constructed to perform the parametrized opera

G~s1 ,s2 ,s3!5G3~s3!G2~s2!G1~s1!, ~21!

which can be used to implement cyclic evolution as follow
Initially, all parameters are set equal to zero, and the ou
state is the initial stater (1) in U(4)/LO. Parameters1 is
made to increase from 0 to some fixed values1

0, resulting in
the output stater (2)5G1(s1

0)r (1)G1(s1
0)21. Following this

first step,s2 is increased from 0 tos2
0 yielding the stater (3);

following that,s3 is increased from 0 tos3
0 yieldingr (4). The

condition for closure is satisfied if the transformations a
parameters are chosen such that

G3~s3
0!G2~s2

0!G1~s1
0!PLO, ~22!

and thusr (4).r (1). The cyclic evolution transports the sta
about the pathr (1)→r (2)→r (3)→r (4), wherer (4).r (1) are
both states with support inH(1,1) .

Using our parametrization of elements in U(4) as given
Sec. III B, we explicitly calculate the NAGP acquired v
evolution about such a path. To identify closed paths,
note thatP0(xH ,xV) of Eq. ~13! only mapsH(1,1) onto itself
if xH5mp andxV5np, for m,n integers that are either bot
even or both odd. These two conditions identify endpoi
for a closed path on U(4)/LO.

We now give an explicit construction for evolution abo
a closed path. DefineG1(s1) to be

G1~s1!5exp@ is1~cos2uJHHx1sin2uJVVx!#

5P0~s1cos2u,s1sin2u!, ~23!

whereuP@0,p/2#. This transformation, realized using tw
parametrized polarizing beamsplitters, is inherently nonlo
and evolves any state with support inH(1,1) to a state with
support not entirely within this subspace. The second tra
formationG2(s2) is defined to be

G2~s2!5K̄~s2!, ~24!

whereK̄(s2) is an arbitrary one-parameter subgroup of L
such thatK̄(0) is the identity. This transformation is imple
mented using polarization rotators and phase shifters in e
mode. Finally, the transformationG3(s3) is defined to be

G3~s3!5K̄P0~s3cos2f,s3sin2f!K̄†, ~25!

with K̄5K̄(s2
0), fP@0,p/2#, ands3

0 is chosen such that

s1
0cos2u1s3

0cos2f5mp, ~26!

s1
0sin2u1s3

0sin2f5np, ~27!

for some integersm,n ~either both even or both odd!. This
final transformation is implemented using a combination
polarization rotators and phase shifters~to realize K̄ and
K̄21) along with two parametrized polarizing beam splitte
~to realizeP0). With these conditions, theGk(sk) satisfy
6-5
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G3~s3
0!G2~s2

0!G1~s1
0!5K̄P0~mp,np!P LO. ~28!

The gauge potential is zero on paths 1 and 3, becausA
does not containdxH or dxV and all other differentials are
zero. The only contribution to the NAGP therefore com
from path 2 on which we find

Aab5^ca~0!uP†QKPucb~0!&, ~29!

where P5P0(s1
0cos2u,s1

0sin2u). Thus, for our calculations
we only requireP0 and can otherwise ignore the evolutio
on paths 1 and 3.

Thus, one can use a U(4) interferometer to evolve a s
r about a closed path in U(4)/LO, and calculate the ac-
quired NAGP by Eqs.~5! and ~29!. The net transformation
on the stater upon cyclic evolution will consist of a NAGP
due to the geometry of the geometric space and a local ga
transformation; thus, it is not possible to measure the NA
directly. The effects of this geometric phase can be se
however, by varying the cyclic paths used. In the followi
we give a specific example of this procedure.

B. An example

As an explicit example, we chooseG1(s1) according to
Eq. ~23! by settingu5p/4 ands1

05p. Thus,

G1~s1!5exp@ is1~JHHx1JVVx!/2#, ~30!

which corresponds to a~polarization-independent! beam
splitter with reflectivity r 5sin2s1. As discussed above, thi
parametrized transformation can be constructed using a
able phase shifter~parametrized bys) and fixed linear optics,
in this case, in the form of a Mach-Zehnder interferomet

For the second portion of the transformation, we cho
G2(s2)5K̄(s2) according to the parametrization of Eq.~14!
with s252ba52bb and all other parameters set to zer
Thus,

G2~s2!5exp@ is2~Jay1Jby!/2#, ~31!

with some arbitrary endpoints2
0.0. This transformation can

be implemented using polarization rotation and phase sh
in each arm~local operations!. Finally, to complete the cyclic
evolution, we chooseG3 according to Eq.~25! with f
5p/4 and s3

05p in order to satisfy the closure conditio
~26!; again, this transformation can be performed using
combination of local operations and a polarizatio
independent beam splitter. The interferometer that would
alize this cyclic evolution is depicted in Fig. 2.

Again, we note that only the second path contributes
the NAGP, which we now calculate explicitly. The Maure
Cartan form for the transformationK̄(s2) is

Q K̄52
ds2

2
~Jay1Jby!. ~32!

Using Eq.~29! and the basis states forH(1,1) ,

uc1~0!&5uHH&, uc2~0!&5uHV&,
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uc3~0!&5uVH&, uc4~0!&5uVV&, ~33!

we calculate the gauge potential to be

Aab5
ds2

4i S 0 21 21 0

1 0 0 21

1 0 0 21

0 1 1 0

D . ~34!

Integrating along the path gives

KNAGP5expS iE
0

s2
0

AD 5S C1 2S 2S C2

S C1 2C2 2S

S 2C2 C1 2S

C2 S S C1

D
~35!

with S5 1
2 sin(s2

0/2) andC65 1
2 @16cos(s2

0/2)#.
With such a setup, it is possible to transform states

H(1,1) about closed paths, and observe the effects of the g
metric phase. The total transformation on the state will
K̄(s2

0)P0(p,p), which consists of a combination of a NAG
given by Eq. ~35! and a local gauge transformation. Th
effect of the NAGP can be isolated and observed by vary
s2

0 and evolving a given state about many different paths
this way, the NAGP can be shown to depend on the geom
of the system, i.e., on the choice of closed pathC.

We note that the quantum tomographic techniques
White et al. @19# have demonstrated that a two-photon st
can be completely characterized~with sufficiently many cop-
ies of the state or iterations of the experiment!. These tech-
niques can be employed in the proposed setup descr
above to measure the NAGP. Note again that the n
Abelian ‘‘phase’’ described here is a U~4! transformation on
a bipartite density matrix, and thus its effect can readily
observed on an appropriate set of initial states.

FIG. 2. Diagram of an interferometer that would realize an c
clic evolution exhibiting a NAGP. The two spatial modes,a andb,
have inputs on the left. These spatial modes are combined twic
parametrized beam splitters, realizing the nonlocal operati
P1(s1)5P0(s1/2,s1/2) and P3(s3)5P0(s3/2,s3/2). Local opera-
tions are represented as circles in one spatial mode only, reali
the parametrized operationK(s2) and the fixed operationsK, K21.
Note that the cyclic evolution does not occur as the state pa
through the interferometerin time; instead, the evolution occurs in
pseudotime as the parameterssi are increased from 0 tosi

0 in se-
quence.
6-6
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It is also possible to realize other cyclic evolutions
choosing different interferometric setups. Another exam
would be to chooseu50 ands1

05p together withf50 and
s3

05p; this choice corresponds to enploying variable be
splitters which mix only the horizontal~vertical! components
for transformationsG1 (G3), respectively. In general, th
resulting NAGPs acquired by cyclic evolutions about the
different paths will not commute; this noncommutative pro
erty is what distinguishes the NAGP from its Abelian cou
terparts.

V. DISCUSSION

Gauge symmetry has proven to be immensely impor
in theoretical physics, and we have established both a
guage and a method for applying gauge theory to quan
information theory. The entanglement gauge introduced h
establishes an equivalence between actions that differ
by local operations. Nonlocal properties, such as the cru
resource of entanglement, are then regarded as quantitie
are invariant under entanglement gauge transformations
though our focus has been on developing an entanglem
gauge for actions on qubits and on pairs of qubits, this an
sis could be extended to coupled qudit-qudit systems@33#,
but of course the group U(4) would need to be replaced
the appropriate larger group.

Gauge theory enables the dynamics to be interpreted
metrically. One way to access information about the geo
etry by experimental means is via measurements of the
metric phase, and we apply entanglement gauge theor
photonic qubits in interferometry as an experimental me
for manifesting and measuring a non-Abelian geome
phase. Although geometric phase experiments for syst
with non-Abelian dynamics have been proposed@27#, we
have proposed here the first controlled experiment for r
izing a non-Abelian geometric phaseas opposed to an Abe
lian geometric phase for a system with non-Abelian dyna
ics.

It is particularly interesting that this non-Abelian geome
ric phase is manifested in interferometry, which involves m
nipulations of the electromagnetic field as the electrom
netic field exhibits a U(1) gauge symmetry. The essen
point here in realizing a non-Abelian geometric phase is t
the gauge symmetry arises through the equivalence u
local operations. We consider sources of entangled qu
and transform the state to one that is equivalent under l
operations with an accumulated non-Abelian geome
phase.

The transformation of the state via linear optics and
cluding an accumulation of a non-Abelian geometric ph
requires the state, during its evolution, to leave the sp
consisting of a single photon in each of the two channels
the interferometer. In leaving this space the evolution
cludes support from having two photons in one channel,
creasing the dimension of the Hilbert space from four to
full ten dimensions of the two-photon irrep of U(4). This
evolution out of the four-dimensional Hilbert space is n
problematic with respect to the entanglement gauge and
resultant geometry, though, because the interferometer f
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tions as a black box, as we have carefully described. The
concept here is that the output state is controlled by par
eters of the interferometer~which we think of as being con
trolled by knobs!, and the output state evolves along a pa
in the geometric space as a function of the pseudotime
termined by the settings of these knobs. The output state
then be evolved ~with evolution parametrized by
pseudotime! up to a state equivalent to the initial state up
local operations, with an acquired non-Abelian geome
phase.

We also note that it is possible to map a large class
pseudotime evolutions to a corresponding propagation in
time. This map can be achieved by considering the opt
elements~e.g., a phase shifter! as implementing continuou
unitary transformations as the photon wave packets
propagating through the elements. In this sense an op
element that induces a change in pseudotime froms0 to s1
would correspond to a continuous real-time evolution fro
t(s0) to t(s1). By treating each optical element in this wa
one arrives at a real-time evolution instead of a pseudot
evolution.

For propagation in real time, it is necessary to consi
the dynamicalevolution of the subspaceH(1,1) introduced in
Sec. II. Because the dynamical evolution operatorUD
ªexp(2iHt/\) associated with a HamiltonianH may not
commute with the NAGP of Eq.~5!, the NAGP becomes
difficult to isolate@31#. One of the advantages of using op
cal devices is that this problem can be circumvented; the
photons possess the same energy and the Hamiltonian o
Hilbert spaceH2 is proportional to the identity operato
Thus, the dynamical evolutionUD always commutes with
the NAGP and is not relevant.

We have presented the mathematical tools for design
photonic qubit experiments and for determining the result
non-Abelian geometric phase from a closed-path evoluti
A specific example has also been provided in Sec. IV
provide a clear illustration about how such an experim
would be conducted. We observe that three component
the black box interferometer are controlled by t
pseudotime parameters, and the output state can then b
measured by tomographic means: recent tomographic ex
ments@19# have in fact demonstrated the feasibility of su
measurements. Generating pure states of entangled pho
qubits, transforming such states via interferometry and m
suring the output states via tomography are thus all feas
technologies. Thus, the experimental manifestations of
entanglement gauge are within the reach of current tech
ogy.

In summary we have introduced the entanglement ga
and developed the non-Abelian geometric phase as an
perimentally realizable manifestation of the entanglem
gauge. With the rapid growth in quantum information theo
the entanglement gauge provides a new approach to tack
issues such as analyzing equivalence under local operat
realizing geometric phases in quantum information exp
ments, and connecting operations used in quantum infor
tion to principles of differential geometry. Recent propos
applications of geometric phases to fault-tolerant quant
computation@16,17# suggests that such phases may be us
6-7
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for quantum information processing. We trust that our e
tanglement gauge formalism presented here will also pr
to be a useful tool for investigations into applications
entanglement, such as entanglement distillation@11#, distrib-
uted quantum computation@9,10#, and the ability to perform
nonlocal operations using entanglement, local operatio
and classical communication@9,34,35#.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF DECOMPOSITION

The proof of Eq.~13! can be given in a more general for
which also applies to a large degree to U(n) in general. To
do so we start with a general matrixM of dimensionp3q
and consider the exponentation of the (p1q)3(p1q) ma-
trix,

expF iS 0 M

M† 0 D G . ~A1!

One can prove by induction that

S 0 M

M† 0 D 2n

5S ~MM†!n 0

0 ~M†M !nD , ~A2!

which can be used to give a convenient series expansio
the exponential. One now can exploit the singular value
compositionM5UDU8†, whereU andU8 are unitary matri-
ces of dimensionp3r andq3r , andr is the minimum ofp
andq. The matrixD is a real diagonal matrix of dimensio
r 3r . It is then easy to show that (MM†)n5UD2nU† as well
as (M†M )n5U8D2nU8†. Consequently, the exponential ca
be written as

expF iS 0 M

M† 0 D G5S U 0

0 U8
D S cosD i sinD

i sinD cosD D
3S U† 0

0 U8†D . ~A3!

Restricting to the casep5q52 the exponential corre
sponds to a general elementP in the adjoint representation
In our notation this representation corresponds to the fo
dimensional one-photon representation of the genera
The matricesU and U8 are then general U(2) transforma
tions and just describe the local operations of the subgr
K. SinceD then just contains two independent paramete
we find that any nonlocal operationP can be composed of
local operation and a certain nonlocal operation that depe
on two parameters only. This result is not in conflict with th
of Refs. @36,37# in which three independent parameters a
02231
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found since in these papers the local operations are restr
to SU(2)^ SU(2) transformations only. In our approach w
also consider the relative phase shift generated byJa0
2Jb0, which is not an element of SU(2)̂SU(2) but of
U(2)^ U(2), as alocal operation.

The explicit form of the middle matrix of the rhs of Eq
~A3! just corresponds to the form ofP0 with g i equal to the
diagonal entries ofD. As this result holds in the adjoint rep
resentation and Eq.~A3! is representation independent, w
infer that the result holds for any representation. This c
cludes the proof. We remark that this result has a straight
ward extension to ann1n decomposition of U(2n).

APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTING PARAMETRIZED U „4…
OPERATIONS

In order to realize a NAGP, it is necessary to perfo
parametrized U(4) transformations using an optical interf
ometer. In this appendix, we prove that any one-param
subgroupG(s) in U(4) can be constructed out of variab
phase shifts in each mode and fixed optical elements~such as
beam splitters!. This result is a generalization of the Mach
Zehnder inferferometer, where any SU(2) transformat
can be implemented using fixed-reflectivity beam splitt
and a variable phase shift in one arm.

A phase shift of one mode~with annihilation operatorc)
is described as a U(1) transformation, generated by an
erator of the formc†c. Thus, for a U(4) interferometer with
four modes, phase shifts in each mode form a subgr
U(1)3U(1)3U(1)3U(1),U(4). Consider a one-
parameter~variable! phase shift for the four modes of th
U(4) interferometer, generated by an operator of the form

D5c1aH
† aH1c2aV

†aV1c3bH
† bH1c4bV

†bV , ~B1!

for some real coefficientsci . The parametrized transforma
tion

S~s!5exp~ isD!, ~B2!

thus describes a one-parameter variable phase shift in
four modes, where the relative phase shifts between eac
the modes are determined by the coefficientsci .

For an arbitrary one-parameter subgroup G(s) of U(4),
there exists a fixed matrixV that diagonalizes G(s) for all s;
i.e.,

VG~s!V215S~s!, ~B3!

for someS(s) of the form ~B2!. Thus, with the ability to
implement the variable phase shift transformationS(s) and
the fixed transformationV ~and thus alsoV21), the one-
parameter subgroup G(s) can be implemented as G(s)
5V21S(s)V.

In addition, it has been shown in Ref.@28# than any
~fixed! element in SU(n) can be factorized into a product o
SU(2) transformations. With this result, it is possible to co
struct the required fixed transformationsV and V21 out of
beam splitters, phase shifters, and polarization rotations.
6-8
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